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After 11 years with a major brand,
Scott Kendall was thinking of
pulling his tanks, rather than
continue down a road that was
becoming harder by the day to
make a profit.
Clark representatives showed him
the Clark Brand Licensing Program
solution that included:
n A nationally recognized image

80%
Increase in
Fuel Profits
per Day

75%
Increase in
Revenues
per Day
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The freedom to purchase unbranded fuel allowed Scott to
lower the street price without sacrificing his margin.

n Expert payment processing
n Higher-margin unbranded fuel

40% of customers
were new to the station

The results are impressive.

SCOTT’S CHANGE TO THE
CLARK BRAND LICENSING
PROGRAM
YIELDED A

50% of customers purchase
more than once per week

130%
INCREASE
IN AVERAGE
GALLONS/DAY

“Now I’m selling gas
and making money
at it!”
– Scott Kendall, Dealer Owner
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For more information on Clark Brands,
Please contact sales@clarkbrands.com
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This case study demonstrates how the combination of a recognized
brand image, expert payment processing, and the alliance with
unbranded fuel marketers has helped one dealer increase volume,
profits, and customer loyalty.

BACKGROUND

Scott Kendall has owned and operated a major national brand
station in a busy Midwest suburb for over 11 years. The station has
two islands with canopies and three dispensers. It is easily
accessible, clean, well-lit, and well maintained. Customers consist
of local residents and daily commuters that use the high-traffic
thoroughfare on their way to work. Scott also operates two service
bays, a snow plowing service, and small engine repair business to
help generate additional revenue.

SCOTT’S CHANGE TO THE
CLARK BRANDS LICENSING
PROGRAM
YIELDED A

130%

INCREASE
IN AVERAGE
GALLONS/DAY

SITUATION

Gasoline volumes and margins have slowly declined over the past
several years as local street pricing has become more competitive.
Several major brands, independents, and regional chains have
kept pricing the lowest in the area. Volumes would suffer further if
the dealer were to sacrifice the already slim fuel margin to match
the highly competitive street pricing.
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It didn’t make sense to invest in reviving the faded and tired brand. For the first time in over 11 years of
business, this tired station’s fuel volumes and profit dollars were so low that Scott was considering
pulling the tanks out of the ground.
“With the cost of all the regulations and licensing fees and inspections, we were going to pull the tanks
out of the ground,” said Scott Kendall, Clark Brands Dealer Owner.

SOLUTION

Mark Ernst of Clark Brands and the marketers sales representative
stopped by to visit. They listened to Scott’s story and his intentions
to pull the tanks and exit the fuel business, and then Mark explained
another option Scott had. With over 90 years of petroleum payment
processing experience, Clark could be the solution to turn Scott’s
business around.

75%
Increase in
Revenues
per Day

Clark is different. Its licensing program gives dealers a nationally
recognized brand with the freedom to buy unbranded fuel, lowering
Clark Brands
previous brand
fuel costs and street prices with consistently profitable margins.
The alliance between the marketer and Clark allows dealers to have
the best of both worlds. And Clarks’ national brand image, programs, and payment processing, when
combined with marketers’ service, delivery, and unbranded fuel pricing, provide a comprehensive
solution.
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Naturally, Scott wanted proof that the Clark model would be the key to turn his fuel business around.
But after reviewing a six-month history of branded versus unbranded fuel costs and seeing an illustration
of his station with Clark branding, his decision was easy.
“Over the past six months my cost, on average, would have been eight cents per gallon cheaper then
what I had been paying for my previous brand… Based on that and a mockup of what my station
would look like with the Clark colors, it was an easy decision. I said ‘let’s do it.’”
The Clark team began working closely with both the marketer and dealer to create an image that would
help grow Scott’s business.
“We work closely with our dealers and marketers to make reimaging as attractive and cost effective as
possible. At Clark Brands, we are more flexible. We don’t believe that a cookie-cutter approach works
for every station,” said Corey Frank, Vice President of Marketing and Sales at Clark Brands.
Every station is different, Clark Brands is willing to work with each station to create an affordable and
professional image package that helps dealers grow their business.
“We looked at other brands and did mockups on the station…and it just did not look good. Red, white
and blue, the Clark image. It’s a beautiful, beautiful image,” Scott Kendall, Dealer Owner.

RESULTS

The newly rebranded Clark station immediately began to catch the attention of consumers. After the
rebrand was completed, fuel volumes increased by 130% versus the month, prior to rebrand resulting in
a 75% increase in fuel revenue and 80% increase in fuel profit dollars.
Customer interviews showed Clark Brands and lower street pricing lead to these results:

40% of customers
were new to the station
50% of customers purchase
more than once per week
The freedom to purchase unbranded fuel allowed Scott to lower the street price without sacrificing his
margin. His new Clark station is on average 13 cents per gallon below the area’s average price and
the average price of his seven closest competitor stations.
“I am very happy with the way it turned out. I am happy that I am selling gas and making money at it,”
said Scott Kendall, Dealer Owner.

CONCLUSION

Clark Brands’ licensing program has helped this dealer increase volume, profits, and customer loyalty.
The combination of a recognized brand image, expert payment processing, and an alliance with
unbranded fuel marketers has helped Scott salvage his fuel business. Scott has renewed confidence in
his store—and in the new brand. He recently decided to invest in new dispensers, POS systems, and
other station upgrades to continue to support his fuel sales. Clark Brands’ licensing program has
converted this marginal fuel business into a profitable location with a satisfied dealer.
For more information on Clark Brands, please contact sales@clarkbrands.com.
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